How to Set Up Wireless on an Android Device

**Basic Settings:**
- ESSID (Network Name): LSUSWireless (Note: Case-Sensitive)
- Network Type: Infrastructure (or Access Point)
- TCP/IP: DHCP
- EAP Type: PEAP
- Network Authentication: WPA2 Enterprise
- Data Encryption: AES
- Authentication Method/Protocol: MSCHAP-V2
- Inner EAP Type: EAP-MSCHAPv2
- Identity: LSUS Username (student ID or username)

1. From the *Settings* menu, tap *Wi-Fi.*
2. Select *LSUSWireless*.

3. Enter your username or student ID into the *Identity* field and your password into the *Password* field. This will be the same username and password that you use for Moodle and email.